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Backgrounds : Iron deficiency （ID） is commonly 
observed in chronic heart failure （HF） patients and is 
associated with worse clinical outcomes.　While ID is a 
frequent finding in acute HF （AHF）, its impact on long-

term prognosis in AHF patients remains unclear.
Methods : We analyzed 850 patients from the National 
Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center Acute Decompensated 
Heart Failure registry （January 2013-May 2016）.　
Absolute ID was defined as serum ferritin <100 μg/L and 
functional ID （FID） was defined as serum ferritin 100-

299 μg/L with transferrin saturation <20%.　Cox 
regression adapted for competing events was used to 
evaluate the association between ID and risk of all-cause 
mortality or HF admission at one year.
Results : After excluding patients with incomplete data 
on iron studies, 578 patients were included in the final 
analysis.　The primary outcome was composite of all-

cause mortality and HF admission at one-year post-

discharge.　Among them, 185 had absolute ID, 88 had 
FID and 305 had no ID.　Patients with absolute ID had 
more adverse events than those with FID or no ID （P = 
0.021）.　In multivariate Cox regression, absolute ID 
was significantly associated with increased risk of 
adverse events （HR 1.50, 95% CI 1.02-2.21, P = 0.040）.　

Sensitivity analysis revealed that its prognostic effect did 
not differ across anemic status, or between HF with 
reduced and preserved ejection fraction （P for interaction 
= 0.17, 0.68, respectively）.
Conclusions : Absolute ID, but not FID, was associated 
with an increased risk of one-year mortality or HF 
admission in patients with AHF.　Further studies are 
required to evaluate the role of repleting iron stores and 
its impact on clinical outcomes in patients with AHF.
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　Endurance athletes have high muscle O2 supply 
capacity due to developed capillarization.　However, 
there is no method which can noninvasively and 
quantitatively evaluate muscle O2 supply during exercise.　
Thus, the aim of this study was to compare the changes 
in muscle oxygenation during constant work exercise 
（CWE） between endurance-trained and untrained 
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